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1. Spell the \ô\ sound au or aw in most words.
August fault awful drawn

2. Spell the \ô\ sound a, augh, or ough in some
words.
halt daughter ought

Spelling Practiced

Put the words from the Word Bank in alphabetical order. Circle the letters that spell the \ô\ or \ôr\
sound in each word. 

1. 6.

2. 7.

3. 8.

4. 9.

5. 10.

Spelling in Contextd

Write the word from the Word Bank that best completes each sentence. Be sure to spell the \ô\ and
\ôr\ sounds correctly.

1. On Africa’s eastern lay the rich city-state of Kilwa.

2. There Swahili merchants traded goldwork for goods from India and China.

3. The Portuguese fleet attacked Kilwa in 1505.

4. The result was the of many citizens.

5. Though by memories of the attack, the Swahili soon regained control of the
area.

3. Spell the \ôr\ sound or or oar in many words.
form coarse

Lesson 5: Spelling the \ô\ Sound

Word Bank

audible authentic haunted precaution flawless
appall thoughtful slaughter notorious seaboard

Key Concepts
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Proofreading Practiced

Read the paragraph below. Find the five misspelled words and circle them. Then, on the numbered
lines, write the correct spelling for each circled word.

How to appaul a musician: Try putting a musical instrument in a freezer. Surprisingly, some
thoutful artists use this technique on trumpets, horns, and other brass instruments. With the
right precoutions, freezing won’t harm the instruments. Players claim that after freezing, brass
gains a “freer,” more athentic tone. The difference, they say, is clearly aughdible.

1. 4.

2. 5.

3.

Spelling Applicationd

Listed below are eight more words that reflect the Key Concepts you have learned. Circle the letters
that spell the \ô\ or \ôr\ sound in each word. 

gaudy hoarding mauled minority
moral naught nautical sprawling

Do you speak Pig Latin? In this made-up “language,” you take away the first consonant from the
front of a word. Then add the consonant to an extra syllable at the end of the word. For example,
Pig Latin becomes Ig-Pay Atin-Lay. Write the “translation” of each Pig Latin word below.

1. auled-may 5. oral-may

2. aught-nay 6. audy-gay

3. oarding-hay 7. awling-spray

4. inority-may 8. autical-nay
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